NOISE Theory and Practice

Formatting requirements
Software
All papers have to be written in DOC or DOCX format using Microsoft Office Word
2003/2010 (or newer version). See ‘Example of article design.docx’
Page Setup
Margins (Top, Bottom, Left, Right – 2.5cm each)
Orientation – Portrait
Paper Size – A4 (210x297)
Distance from page border: header — 1.5 cm, footer — 1.5 cm.
Page numbering consecutive, starting from the first page.
Header of odd pages has the name of Journal ‘NOISE Theory and Practice’.
Header of even pages has the names of the Authors and the Title of the Article.
Footer of the first page has e-mail addresses of the Authors.
Fonts
Font – Times New Roman.
Title of the Article: size – 14 pt., style – bold.
The names of the Authors (first name and surname), job title, place of work, address of the
organization: size – 12 pt., style – regular.
Abstract: size – 10 pt., style – regular.
Key words: size – 10 pt., style – regular.
First level title: size – 12 pt., style – bold.
Second level title: size – 12 pt., style – bold italic.
Third level title: size – 12 pt., style – italic.
Body text of the Article: size – 12 pt., style – regular.
Footer: size – 10 pt., style – italic.
Header (even pages): size – 10 pt., style – italic.
Font – Andalus
Header (odd pages): size – 12 pt., style – italic.
Page number: size – 14 pt., style – regular.
Indents and Spacing
Paragraph indent – 1,5 cm.
Alignment – justified.
Line Spacing – single.
Title of the Article
Spacing before – 6 pt, spacing after – 24 pt.
Headings ‘Abstract’, ‘Introduction’, ‘References’
Spacing before – 24 pt., spacing after – 6 pt.
Key words
Spacing before – 6 pt., spacing after – 0 pt.
First, second level title, heading ‘Conclusion’
Spacing before – 12 pt., spacing after – 6 pt.
Third level title, formulas
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NOISE Theory and Practice
Spacing before – 6 pt., spacing after – 6 pt.
Figures
Spacing before – 12 pt., spacing after – 12 pt.
Formulas
Formulas are created with the Microsoft Word built-in formula editor.
Only Latin letters should be used in designations and indices (in texts and figures), for
example, it is required to write Pmax, not Pмакс.
Other requirements and recommendations
Inseparable and inextensible spacing separates the following:
– the initials from the surname (I.I. Ivanov);
– abbreviations from the words that follow after them(riv. Neva);
– words ‘Fig.’, ‘Table’ from the number that follows after them (Fig. 1.);
– designation of dimension from value (60 dB, 200 m).
Symbols in formulas and in the text should be the same.
Recommended type of quotes is ‘’.
Names and figure numbers are indicated under the figures, names and numbers of the
tables - above the tables. Tables, diagrams, figures and graphs should not go beyond the stated
margins (font size in tables and figures no less than 10 pt).
It is recommended to type the text without word hyphenation.
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